Anticancer Drug Development, Breakthroughs are Waiting
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Abstract

New anticancer drug discovery, development and manufacture are entering into bottleneck stage at this moment. Many obstacles of biomedical, pharmaceutical, technology and economics lead to staggering pace of anticancer drug developments more recently. A declining successful rate of phase II and phase III anticancer drug evaluations is losing a great sum of money as well as human resource potentiality throughout the world. This editorial addresses some key factors affecting anticancer drug developments and providing possible avenues for drug development breakthroughs.
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Historic Backgrounds

Cancer is a malignant disease that costs 7-10 million human mortality annually worldwide. The greatly human mortality by cancer is caused by shortage of effective anticancer drugs, especially antimetastatic drugs [1-4]. Nevertheless drug discovery, development and manufacture have been entering into bottleneck stages since this Millennium--drug revenue declining year-by-year [5-10]. Each anticancer drug licensing overall needs 1-2 billion USD in US and other developed countries. Thus anticancer drug discoveries and developments are highly risky processes and expose negative impacts for healthy progresses of drug development and manufacturing worldwide [10].

Drug Development Dillema

1. Myriad chemicals, biological materials and techniques are waiting to be evaluated. It makes decision-making difficulty [6].
2. Since many biological or pathological properties of cancers, such as neoplasm metastasis and cancer stem cells have not been well understood [11-14].
3. Current policy of anticancer drug licensing is that new compounds must be more effective than licensed anticancer drugs. This is a paradox issue because cancer is a different disease that needs to be targeted or treated by different anticancer drugs [15].
4. New genomic data explosion, it needs time to consume.

Owing to these modality difficulties and high economic investments, it is almost a franchise to small numbers of developed countries (mostly US, UK, German and Swiss). As an opponent of these small numbers of developed countries, BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa) countries and intermediate industry countries, such as Australia, Italia Spain, Austria and so on ought to pay expanding attentions on drug developments in their broader markets [16].

**Cancer Modality**

**Great diversity of cancer models**

Anticancer drugs are divided into wide-spectra and narrow-spectra that often act onto different types of animal or human tumor modality. Present in vitro or in vivo drug screening animal or human tumor models are enormously diversified. For example, approximately 1,200 human tumor cell lines are stored for anticancer drug screening, verifications and mechanism explorations in America Tissue Culture and Collection (ATCC), USA. As a result, proper budget control systems must be established.

**Pathologic-pharmacologic relations**

Different tumor inoculation routes affect new compound responses/efficacy outcomes. In vivo tumor models of subcutaneous locations (sc), intraperitoneal (ip), intravenous (iv), hollow-fiber, ectopic tumor origins or xenografts from human tissues may obtain different types of anticancer agents. Similarly, environmental factors or surroundings can aid tumor tissues originally survival and progresses in animal or human bodies [11,12]. With these experimental advancements, more effective anticancer drugs are waiting.

**Tumor metastasis models**

Antimetastatic agents or drugs developments need to be promoted because 90% cancer patient mortality is from neoplasm metastasis [11-14]. Even though widely notification, currently experimental tumor metastatic models are insufficient for harvesting effective antimitastatic drugs and therapeutics. Shortage of wide-spectra and highly active antimitastatic drugs is a serious problem for clinical utilities and therapeutic significance for late-staged and aged cancer patients [14].

**New generations of drug screening models**

Though new generations of in vitro or in vivo tumor models are invented quickly, the overall outlook of anticancer drug development systems changed slightly. It means we did not hit the bull’s eye of anticancer drug developments in the past. Overall, it is not the time to debate or nullify previously discovered processes. It is the time to integrate and jigsaw these pieces and puzzle altogether. Dynamic mechanisms of oncogenic- and metastatic- genes or predispositions are of high scientific and medical value. Nonetheless, this stage of drug screening systems has less integral models of tumor progresses and metastasis for therapeutic significance. It needs new ideas and state-of-the-art techniques.

**Avant-garde experimental equipments and lab facilities**

Apart from animal or human tumor models, avant-garde experimental equipments and lab facilities can also improve the drug evaluation qualities. Nonetheless advancements of new anticancer drug discovery by this avenue have been very limited while the cost of anticancer drug developments is soaring since this Millennium. Strangely enough, these advancements of tumor models and automation help us to reclaim a number of withdrawal anticancer drugs [19-20]. The mechanisms behind the scenery are interesting areas of anticancer drug developments.

**Anticancer drug developments, a matter of money or a matter of ideas**

Anticancer drug developments, a matter of money or a matter of ideas is an important question to be resolved [8]. From above-mentioned topics, greater parts of topics are addressing on an area of techniques (money issue). Similarly, scientific investigations need high quality of researchers (personnel issue). Money is always easier to collect than marvelous researchers. But it is indispensable in initial stages. These kinds of money issue cannot sustain. High quality of drug researchers will decide how long we can go for.

**Different drug combinations**

Cancer is a malignant disease that is often difficult to be managed. To overcome these obstacles, anticancer drug combination is a useful way to improve therapeutic outcomes in clinical cancer trials. These kinds of efforts need long-term hard work [21-22].

**Future Trends**

Currently, cancer chemotherapy faces two most difficult problems, neoplasm metastasis and multi-drug-resistances (MDR). Among these two thorny problems, treatment of neoplasm metastasis is especially difficult at this moment. Also, metastasized tumors often concomitantly manifest the characters of MDR. As a result, pinpointing tumor origins/categories for new tested compounds is suitable for making experimental, preclinical and clinical drug evaluation smarter. It can be the utility of clinical tumor samples into drug
development stages [23,24] or study some new tumor functionality, such as stem cancer cells [25-27]. Any small breakthroughs will be very useful for obtaining smarter cancer therapeutic options.

Conclusion

Owing to the slow progresses of anticancer drug development chain, rethink and retrospect past experience is quite necessary. In future, higher efficient experimental tumor growth or metastasis models and good governmental regulatory measures must be implemented by modernizing lab facilities and finding relevance good clinical paradigms worldwide. We welcome global participations for new eras of anticancer drug discovery and developments.
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